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Abstract 
The objective of this paper is to relate various aspects of curvilinear forms of architecture with environment-
behaviour. The paper focuses on the curvilinear architectural works of the UK firm of Foster + Partners. The data 
used for the paper are based on the case studies of six buildings namely the  Sage  Music  Centre  in Gateshead,  
the  American Air  Museum in Duxford, the Faculty of Law at Cambridge University, The Great Court at the British 
Museum, Canary Wharf  Underground  Station  and  Northern  Greenwich  Transport  Interchange,  the  last  three  
being  in London. The design approach is studied in terms of concept, metaphor and scenario for these building that 
are curvilinear on plan as well as in section. Of paramount importance is the sectional study of the 
buildings which reveal the sensation of the spaces created due to the interplay of volumes. This influence behaviour 
within the environment and how the spaces created within the buildings are perceived and utilised by the 
users. The paper concludes that curvilinear forms of architecture have vital influence on environment-bahaviour in 
terms of promoting communication, encouraging movement, lifting the spirit, aiding orientation, changing 
perception, enhancing social experience, increasing pleasure, supporting the sense of community, relieving sense of 
distance and dissolving social boundaries. 
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1. Introduction 
Animal habitat, for example the bird’s nest, termite hill and beaver’s lodge, assume curvilinear forms. 
Some indigenous architecture, for example the mud hut, straw hut and igloo are also curvilinear. 
Purpose-built architecture since the early days also employed curvilinear forms particularly with domes. 
Of late there has been a proliferation of curvilinear forms in the architectural arena by various pedigrees 
of architects the world over (Adnan, 2005). The objective of this paper is to relate various aspects of 
curvilinear forms of architecture with environment- behaviour. 
The paper focuses on the curvilinear architectural works of the UK firm of Foster + Partners. 
The firm’s practice is based on the natural interpretation of the client’s brief, users’ requirement, site 
conditions and what current technology has to offer. 
A total of six buildings by Foster + Partners have been carefully selected as case studies. Each 
curvilinear building is studied in terms of the design approach and the kind of environment the building 
has created and subsequently the influence of the environment on behaviour. 
2. Faculty of Law, University of Cambridge (1990-1995) 
2.1. Concept as Design Approach 
The north facade of the building is an incredible quarter-cylinder glass enclosure where roof and 
wall are indivisible, all the way from the highest point to the ground level, which houses the library. The 
reading areas of the library are like trays cantilevered from a series of raking columns that stop well 
before reaching the edge of the glass cylinder. A four-storey vertical facade with more solids than 
voids faces south and accommodates the staff areas and seminar rooms. The lecture theatres are 
accommodated in the basement in order to maintain the height of the building in accordance with the 
surrounding buildings (Slessor, 1997; Adnan, 2009). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Cross section of the Faculty of Law; (b) Interior view of the Faculty of Law. Source: Slessor, (1997); Author, (2008) 
2.2. Environment-behaviour 
Unlike the traditional library, with its emphasis on solitary study, the concept explored here are visual 
transparency and communication in order to encourage a sense of community. A sense of community can 
transform a person’s experience of the school or workplace. That may mean breaking down a large 
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institution into smaller groups to provide a feeling of identity and a social focus. This suggests open, 
flexible working environments in which communication can flourish (Foster + Partners, 2007). 
The cantilevered trays of the open reading areas are staggered and they stop short of the curved glass 
enclosure. This provides visual connectivity from the ground floor up to the top floor and vice-versa. Both 
worm’s-eye-view from the ground floor and bird’s-eye-view from the top floor of the four-storey 
curvilinear void are incredible. The building however is not for the faint- hearted. The railings at the 
edges of the cantilevered trays and also for the freestanding staircases are done in glass. There is 
uninterrupted view in every direction, including outwards where the lush greenery and other quaint 
faculty buildings are framed within the triangulated module of the glass facade structure. Almost 
everything can be seen, both from within and without the building. 
The building plan is rectangular with the west corner splayed. In the wedge-shape created is placed the 
main staircase of the building. The position of the staircase within a curved quadruple- volume space 
induces movement up the building from the ground floor. Negotiating the staircase is an exhilarating 
experience and it provides connections with all the floors within the library. 
The environment-behaviour that is influenced by the curvilinear form of the building are thus 
supporting the sense of community, enhancing social experience, promoting communication, encouraging 
movement, lifting the spirit, aiding orientation and increasing pleasure. 
3. Canary Wharf Underground Station, London (1991-1998) 
3.1. Concept as Design Approach 
Canary Wharf is the largest station on Jubilee Line. At 300m in length it is as long underground as 
Canary Wharf Tower is tall over ground. The roof of the station is laid out within a green park with 
sinuous water features. The curvilinear glass canopies that cover its three entrances are the only visible 
station elements above ground. Fair-faced concrete is utilised for the structure that is underground while 
above ground steel and glass is employed for the swelling toroidal shape glazed canopies (Adnan, 2009). 
Canary Wharf is expected to become London’s busiest Underground destination. Clarity and speed 
of movement were therefore key design criteria. Twenty banks of escalators carry passengers down to 
platform level. Conversely, banks of escalators lead up from underground to the glazed canopies above 
ground (Jenkins, 2004). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. (a)  Cross section of Canary Wharf Underground Station; (b) Exterior view of Canary Wharf Underground Station. Source: 
Jenkins, (2004); Author, (2008) 
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3.2. Environment-behaviour 
Different behaviour can be observed when people enter a lift or use an escalator. In a lift they stare at 
their feet while on an escalator they look around and talk to their companions. It is a social rather than a 
solitary experience and escalators in a building can create a sense of openness and community (Foster + 
Partners, 2007) 
Instead of the maze of tunnels and clutter that characterise most underground networks, movement 
systems in the Canary Wharf Station are simple and direct. The glazed entrance canopies cast daylight 
deep into the station cavern and provide physical points of reference. Escalators rise from the station 
caverns towards the light. By concentrating natural light dramatically at these points, orientation is 
enhanced minimising the need for directional signage and guiding movement patterns up through the 
station. Thus when exiting the Underground passengers move up towards the light. This helps to create a 
welcome sense of clarity and calm in an otherwise busy environment. 
During the day the glazed canopies are thus focal sources of natural light. At the ground level they are 
curvilinear and transparent and can be likened as unobtrusive sculptural elements for the green park. 
The park users are able to move freely around their curved forms. At night, with light shining from 
beneath, the glass canopies metamorphosise into beacons in the urban landscape that facilitate way 
finding for weary workers returning home from work. 
The environment-behaviour that is influenced by the curvilinear form of the building are thus 
enhancing social experience, promoting communication, encouraging movement, changing perception, 
lifting the spirit, aiding orientation and relieving sense of distance. 
4. American Air Museum, Duxford (1987-1997) 
4.1. Metaphor as design approach 
The American Air Museum memorialises the air combat of Great Britain in and between World War 
2 and the Gulf War. The metaphor of aeroplane and flight is present everywhere. The whole building is 
toroidal in shape which is reminiscent a cockpit. The entrance is at the tip of the cockpit which brings 
visitors to the first floor level and face-to-face with the real cockpit of a B- 52 bomber that was used in 
WW2. This star exhibit formed the determinant of the museum’s size. The building is also partly sunk 
into the ground and its form can be compared to ‘blister hangars’ which were designed to be invisible 
from the air (Jenkins, 2005; Adnan, 2009). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Elevation and cross section of the American Air Museum; (b) Interior view of the American Air Museum. Source: Jenkins, 
(2005); Author, (2008) 
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4.2. Environment-behaviour 
There is a scientific dimension to light whereby it can be quantified and ascertained that it is right for 
a given task. However, there is also another component of light which is far more elusive. Natural light 
can enliven a space and sunlight on a wall can make it almost sparkle. Light can change our perceptions 
and lift our spirits (Foster + Partners, 2007). 
After the initial confrontation with the B-52 cockpit the visitor’s eye is drawn to the rest of the 
volumous space of the museum’s interior. There are aeroplanes of all types and sizes and they are not 
only standing on the floor but also hung from the curvaceous precast concrete ceiling. The visitor then 
descends on either side of the central entrance to the ground floor. Movement is here guided and 
prompted by a sliver of curved skylight those winds down with the ramp. Along the ramp the fighter 
planes are viewed from every conceivable angle, from top to under and to the sides. A deceptively 
simple concept had enabled such a perfect display of these true-to-life exhibits. 
Digging-in discreetly in the landscape brings forth the theme of minimal structure and maximum 
transparency. Dug into its site the building opens up to present a window onto the activity of the 
existing airfield. Opposite to the entrance at the far end is a tall glass wall. Curved on elevation, it 
affords picture-perfect views of the breathtaking Cambridgeshire countryside. In the summer months air 
shows are held on the historical WW2 runway outside, which can be viewed from inside the museum as 
well. It thus maintain the inside-outside relationship of the museum not only with its present context and 
also with its past. 
The environment-behaviour that is influenced by the curvilinear form of the building are thus 
promoting communication, encouraging movement, changing perception, lifting the spirit, aiding 
orientation, relieving sense of distance and increasing pleasure. 
5. Northern Greenwich Transport Interchange, London (1995-1998) 
5.1. Metaphor as design approach 
The Northern Greenwich Transport Interchange is a transportation hub for the Jubilee Line 
Underground system, bus, taxi and park-and-ride facility for private cars. Its defining element is its 
dramatic curved roof which is akin to an enormous inverted dish cut down the middle with a wavy line 
and is also evocative of a bird’s wings in flight. The curving form of its canopy defines the circulation of 
double-decker buses on the surface, while its spine acts as the entrance and lobby for the railway line 
beneath. Passengers wait in a glass clad curvilinear waiting room that circumscribe the perimeter of the 
building and from which they can see the arrival and departure of both the bus and taxi on either side 
(Jenkins, 2004; Adnan, 2009). 
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Fig. 4. (a) Roof plan of Northern Greenwich Transport Terminal; (b) Interior view of Northern Greenwich Transport Terminal. 
Source: Jenkins,  (2004); Author, (2008) 
5.2. Environment-behaviour 
The interchange is open and accessible from all sides and its spreading wingspan draws in the 
passengers. It provides comfortable shelter, within view of incoming buses, for those waiting for 
transport. The overall experience of the building is one of openness and clarity of form. Its innate  
simplicity  and  carefully  devised  signage  help  passengers  to  orient  themselves  easily (Jenkins, 
2004). 
The curved perimeter to the building came about from traffic studies that maximise the space 
available for the eleven required bus stops. Thus, while the roof edge was set at 5 metres high, to clear 
the tops of the buses, the waiting area inside the building became a 160-metre-long ambulatory. The tight 
curve of this space relieves the sense of distance whereby only a portion of the space is seen from any 
given point. It is punctuated by oval stainless-steel clad pods that house information kiosks and 
retreats for bus supervisors. 
Thus, the curvaceous shape of the building is derived primarily from circulation patterns, vehicle 
dimensions and site conditions. Its fluidity of form speaks of the movement of people and vehicle. 
Through skylights sunlight washes the walls of the ground-level concourse making it sparkle. For a 
building that is not a traveller’s destination but a means for the traveller to get to his destination, the 
mass movement of passengers necessitated clear column-free spaces. This was achieved by having a 
number of splayed poles at the top of column heads that rendered minimal columns at people’s height but 
adequately closely-spaced supports at the roof level. 
The environment-behaviour that is influenced by the curvilinear form of the building are thus 
promoting communication, encouraging movement, changing perception, lifting the spirit, aiding 
orientation and relieving sense of distance. 
6. The Sage Music Centre, Gateshead (1997-2004) 
6.1. Scenario as Design Approach 
At first glance the gleaming, freeform shape of The Sage seems alien to the stone buildings and 
classical facades along the River Tyne but the building form bears a direct relation with the curved forms 
of the two bridges flanking it. The bulbous form has three crests which reflect the three main 
performance halls underneath.  Constructed from reinforced concrete, they are separated from each 
other to guarantee acoustical isolation by circulation spaces, with two in- between and one on the sides 
of the building. The foyer of The Sage functions as a sheltered promenade on the riverfront. The space 
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is configured to encourage routes through it and views out. There is a conscious dialogue between the 
activity of the foyer and the life of the waterfront (Stephens, 2005; Adnan, 2009). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Cross section of the Sage Music Centre; (b) Interior view of the Sage Music Centre. Source: Foster & Partners, (2007); 
Author, (2008) 
6.2. Environment-behaviour 
Foster + Partners (2007) likened the foyer of The Sage to an ‘urban room’. The urban room offers an 
analogous city experience whereby it is a place where public and private realms converge and social 
boundaries dissolve. It can be the spatial focus of a building like a foyer but it is open and inviting and 
constitutes a place of linkage and connection to the world outside 
At the site of The Sage the bank of the river front is very steep and the building is thus entered from 
the sides. The entrance is a nondescript revolving door which is preceded by an open space from which 
one can enjoy the view down the Tyne. The edge of the steep slope is demarcated by a sinuous railing, 
and the railing continues right through the building to emerge on the other side of the building, tying the 
building to its site. 
Another feature that anchors the building is the long sinuous main concourse from which visitors can 
enjoy a most magnificent view of the Tyne and its bridges, with Newcastle on the other side. The ziggurat 
form of fenestration ensures that this visual experience is maintained at the various levels within the 
building. Concert goers and musicians mingle in the foyer and the bars of The Sage. The building offers a 
social as well as a cultural experience. 
Though at the front the roof comes right down to the ground to enclose the building, at the sides and 
rear the shell forms a loggia beckoning visitors to the building besides providing shelter from the sun and 
rain. 
The environment-behaviour that is influenced by the curvilinear form of the building are thus 
supporting the sense of community, enhancing social experience, promoting communication, encouraging 
movement, changing perception, lifting the spirit, aiding orientation, dissolving social boundaries and 
increasing pleasure. 
7. The Great Court at the British Museum, London (1994-2004) 
7.1. Scenario as Design Approach 
The British Museum, a stone building with classical facades, boasts a colossal rectangular court with a 
central round reading room. The court is roofed over by a surreal freeform glass roof and became the 
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largest enclosed public space in Europe, a cultural square under an artificial sky. The Great Court is a new 
heart, a social focus, a public space, and an urban short cut that lies on a pedestrian route from the British 
Library in the north to Covent Garden and the Thames in the south and is open in all weathers. It is 
entered from the Museum’s principal level and connects all the surrounding galleries in both the 
horizontal and the vertical dimensions (Jenkins, 2004; Adnan, 2009). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. (a)  Roof geometry of The Great Court at the British Museum; (b) Interior view of The Great Court at the British Museum. 
Source: Jenkins, (2004); Author, (2008) 
7.2. Environment-behaviour 
According to Foster + Partners (2007) architecture is both an interior and exterior experience. The 
way a person moves through a building, whether ascending a stair or navigating a sequence of spaces, is 
matched by the way routes are traced through a city with its streets, squares and bridges. In each case the 
feeling of pleasure is increased if the routes are legible and inviting. 
At The Great Court the circular Reading Room is circumscribed by two broad staircases. Its 
curvilinear form beckons visitors to ascend and explore the height and volume of the court. In the ascent 
different sensations of the quadruple volume of the court is experienced while at the same time 
witnessing the activities surrounding the exhibitions, cafes and souvenir shops on the ground level from 
different heights. The classical elements of the courtyard’s stone facade can also be experienced up close 
instead of merely looking up from below at a distance. The journey up culminates at a restaurant right at 
the top, and instead of having to wind back down the stairs a short yet elegant glass bridge provides 
connection to the highest level of the Museum. 
People of all ages enjoy the courtyard. Its success as a social focus can be gauged by the ease with 
which visitors claim the space as their own. An urban experience in microcosm, the Great Court 
encourages exploration and recreation in equal measure. Besides opening up a new route through the 
museum the court is a destination in its own right. 
The environment-behaviour that is influenced by the curvilinear form of the building are thus 
supporting the sense of community, enhancing social experience, promoting communication, encouraging 
movement, changing perception, lifting the spirit, aiding orientation, dissolving social boundaries 
and increasing pleasure. 
8. Analysis of Data 
The environment-behaviour as influenced by the curvilinear forms of the six case study buildings is 
tabulated. A total of ten aspects of environment-behaviour surmised. Curvilinear forms seem to 
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strongly aid in promoting communication, encouraging movement, lifting the spirit, aiding orientation 
and changing perception. They aid generally in enhancing social experience, increasing pleasure, 
supporting the sense of community and relieving sense of distance. Depending on the building type 
curvilinear forms also aid in dissolving social boundaries. 
Table 1. Analysis of data. 
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i. Promoting communication √ √ √ √ √ √ 
ii. Encouraging movement √ √ √ √ √ √ 
iii. Lifting the spirit √ √ √ √ √ √ 
iv. Aiding orientation √ √ √ √ √ √ 
v. Changing perception - √ √ √ √ √ 
vi. Enhancing social experience √ √ - - √ √ 
vii. Increasing pleasure √ - √ - √ √ 
viii. Supporting the sense of community √ - - - √ √ 
ix. Relieving sense of distance - √ √ √ - - 
x. Dissolving social boundaries - - - - √ √  
9. Conclusion 
The six buildings under study had various design approaches. The design approach for the Law 
Faculty and Canary Wharf was based on design concept; the American Air Museum and Greenwich 
Interchange was based on metaphor; The Sage and the Great Court was based on scenario. All three 
different design approaches culminated in curvilinear building forms. 
The  environment  generated  by  the  diverse  curvilinear  forms  of  the  six  buildings encouraged 
various kinds of behaviour. The prominent ones were promoting communication, encouraging 
movement, lifting the spirit, aiding orientation, changing perception, enhancing social experience, 
increasing pleasure, supporting the sense of community, relieving sense of distance and dissolving social 
boundaries. 
Curvilinear architectural forms thus have vital influence on environment-behaviour. 
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